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Atmospheric temperature



Annual Mean Temperature Change in the US

Annual and five-
year running 
mean surface air 
temperature in 
the contiguous 
48 United States 
(1.6% of the 
Earth's surface) 
relative to the 
1951-1980 
mean.



Observed cooling in the mesosphere



Mesopause



Thermosphere: theoretical modeling

Roble and Dickinson (1989)

CO2 at 60 km was doubled 
or halven 



Ionospheric responses

Qian et al. (2008)



Observed thermospheric density change



Temperature effects

Tn

Winds

hmF2Ti  (Te) Ne --- foF2,  foF1

Thermosphere

Ionosphere

Density, composition



Ti, Te, Tn



Advantages of using ISR data

 Direct measure of thermal status
 Ti, Te, Tn 
 Ti dependency on solar activity and season is much 

easy to be determined.
 Large height coverage

 Topside, bottomside
 Height dependency 

 Multiple parameters



Millstone Hill ISR
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MADRIGAL -- Long-term ISR Database

www.openmadrigal.org

http://www.openmadrigal.org/



Ionospheric climatology study based on ISR observations 
at Millstone Hill





Method

 Getting data
 Binning
 Fitting / modeling
 Determining the trend
 Error estimate
 Derived parameters



Madrigal: global search



Data binning





Data Binning: noontime
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Model

Ti   =  

P0 +  (background)

P1 Year + (long-term trend)

P2 f + P3 f2 + (solar flux)

P4 a (magnetic activity)

f = F107-F107

a = ap3 – ap3



Results

 Ti trends at different heights
 Confidence levels
 Derived parameters



200-250 km

DATA - P0

          - P2 f - P3 f2

          - P4 a



250-300 km



300-350 km



Confidence level – Bootstrap 
method

250-300 km; noon time

95% confidence level
[-1.33, -3.95] K/yr

Bootstrapping is a modern, 
computer-intensive, general 
purpose  data resampling 
approach. 

It is implemented by constructing 
a number of resamples of the 
observed dataset (and of equal 
size to the observed dataset), 
each of which is obtained by 
random sampling with 
replacement from the original 
dataset.



f and a dependency

250-300km

250-300km

Data - P0   
         - P1 Year
         - P4 a

Data - P0   
         - P1 Year
          - P2 f - P3 f2



Confidence levels



Height distribution



Ti, Te, Tn

 a = 7.6×1020 Ni NeTe
-3.2 Wm-3 , the coefficient of energy transfer from electrons to ions

 b = 3.36×10-28 F Ni [O] (Ti+Tn) 1/2 Wm-3  the coefficient of energy transfer from ions to neutrals.

a (Te-Ti) = b (Ti-Tn)



Millstone Hill monthly median neutral temperature

Data for this study are 
monthly median Ne, Te, Ti.

Applied simplified ion energy
equation to calculate Tn from
measured Ne, Te, Ti profiles
and neutral densities from
modified MSIS model.

Modified MSIS model
incorporated in non-linear 
least squares fit objective
function.

Fit to Profiles yields Tx, 
n(o)400.



Exospheric temperature

Tx trend ~  
     -1.6 K/year
i.e: 

16K/decade 
1.5%/decade



3-segment fit to Millstone Hill exospheric temperature

Find breakpoints around
1982 and 1997.

Bootstrap standard deviations
are fairly large.

1982 breakpoint is similar to
that seen in several earlier
studies including in St. Santin
ISR data (Oliver, submitted).

1997 breakpoint is well before
the solar cycle 23 extended
Minimum.



Exospheric temperature from July 1968 – March 2010

Extended time-series 
encompasses
4 solar minima.

Blue = data
Red = fit with linear trend

Decrease in Tx at solar minimum
is very clear.

Fit does not capture full decrease 
of Tx at extended minimum of 
cycle 23.



n(O) trend at 400 km, 1968-2010

Compute probability density
Of n(o)400 from 1000
bootstrap samples.

Mean is -3.6%/decade.



Why cooling in the thermosphere?
 Thermospheric enegy source

 Solar EUV produces ionization and electrons, from which energy can be 
transported to neutral particles via the ions throught electron-ion and ion-
neutral collisions.

 Energy from chemical reactions
 EUV energy at Schumann-Runge continuum can be directly absorbed by 

some neutral atoms
 Heating from the blow; from auroal particles, Joule heating, etc
 Effects of CO2 absorption of outgoing longwave radiation is weak, 

because CO2 layer in the thermosphere is optically very thin.

 Cooling agent
 CO2 at 15 m and NO at 5.3 m; IR (infrared radiative) radiation to the spaceμ μ

 Other possibilities
 Decreasing magnetic activity
 Long-term change in Earth’s magnetic field



Comparisons with modeling

Akmaev et al. (2006)



Satellite observation: density



How much will neutral density 
change for a -1.5% Tex decrease?

NRL-MSIS model 

-1.5% density 
change may be 
expected. BUT …



Conclusion
 A direct measure of upper atmospheric temperature 

indicates a clear cooling trend.
 The cooling trend increases with height within 200-

500km height, in agreement with the modeling.
 Midday Tex trend is estimated to decrease at ~1.6% 

per decade over Millstone Hill.
 Tex trends can be location dependent, but overall 

Tex results are compatible with density trend results.
 Some breakpoints of the trend exist, some of which 

may be correlated with the ozone trends.



Future work
 Dependencies

 Height
 Local time; Solar activity 

 Other ISR directly measured and derived parameters
 Tex; [O]; etc

 Data from other ISR sites



THANK YOU
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